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Using cyclic shear to drive a two dimensional granular system, we determine the structural
characteristics for different inter-particle friction coefficients. These characteristics are the result
of a competition between mechanical stability and entropy, with the latter’s effect increasing with
friction. We show that a parameter-free maximum-entropy argument alone predicts an exponential
cell order distribution, with excellent agreement with the experimental observation. We show
that friction only tunes the mean cell order and, consequently, the exponential decay rate and
the packing fraction. We further show that cells, which can be very large in such systems, are
short-lived, implying that our system is liquid-like rather than glassy.
Dense granular materials show a highly complex re-
sponse when subjected to repeated cycles of shear,
mainly due to the strongly dissipative, hysteretic, and
nonlinear interactions at the frictional contacts. The
structures of such systems self-organize dynamically and
show characteristics that on large scales appear to be uni-
versal [1]. Previous works focused on the motion on the
particle scale [2, 3] and phase behavior [4–6], the slow
relaxation of stress and density [7–9], and the complex
spatio-temporal dynamics [10–12]. This dynamics is rel-
evant in a wide range of fields, including the aging and
memory of glasses [13], fatigue of materials [14], catas-
trophic collapse of soils and sand in civil and geotechnical
engineering [15], as well as in geological processes, such
as earthquakes and landslides [16]. Despite this multi-
tude of investigations, the nature and role of the contact
network, a key quantity of granular systems, are far from
being understood and in particular the relation between
the properties of this network and the friction between
the particles is currently not known. Intuitively, one ex-
pects higher friction to give rise to looser structures and,
therefore, to overall larger cells in the contact network.
Edward proposed that the structural characteristics of
granular packs can be understood from entropic consid-
erations [17]. In turn, the entropy should depend on the
driving process and friction. To quantify this relation, we
have created a set-up that allows to analyse entropy of
contact networks for widely different friction coefficients.
We consider a two-dimensional (2D) system and fo-
cus on its cells, defined as the smallest (aka irreducible)
closed loops of contacts. For our purposes, contacts are
only those carrying forces [1, 18, 19]. Other than their
importance for the mechanical properties of the system,
the properties of cells affect heat conduction in granular
assemblies and, in three dimensions, the permeability to
fluid flow. Cells are closely related to quadrons [1, 19, 20],
which are the smallest volume elements of granular as-
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FIG. 1. (a) The stadium shear device is mounted on a hor-
izontal glass plate. Particles occupy the region within the
stadium, including areas under the sprockets. A constant
boundary confining pressure is maintained by two aluminium
bars, mounted on four air bearings with constant forces push-
ing against the lateral walls of the belt. The imaging system
includes a CCD camera and a LED panel above and below
the device, respectively. (b) A cell is defined as the smallest
loop of contacts. Two cells are drawn in the diagram. (c) A
part of the gear system, containing cells, shaded blue.
.
semblies and play a fundamental role in granular statis-
tical mechanics [17, 20–22]. During cyclic shear contacts
are continually broken and made, leading to cells being
created and annihilated. Here, we investigate the effect
of friction on the structure and dynamics. We show that:
(i) entropy dominates in high-friction systems, allowing
us to derive the cell order distribution from a maximum
entropic argument alone; (ii) structural characteristics of
quasi-static dynamic are a result of a competition be-
tween mechanical stability and entropy, which the fric-
tion tunes; (iii) high-friction systems are liquid-like rather
than glassy.
The experimental setup, known as the stadium shear
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2device [23], is sketched in Fig. 1(a). We used a stepping
motor to drive periodically two stainless steel sprockets,
connected to each other by a rubber belt which was corru-
gated on the inside to ensure no-slip between it and the
particles. The particle assembly was sheared between
the two parallel sections of the belt in the central re-
gion of the device and recirculate under the two sprock-
ets. We observed the particles within the blue shaded
area, shown in Fig. 1(a), which thus mimics simple shear
between two infinite parallel boundaries [23]. We ap-
plied a cyclic strain, whose maximum varied from 3% to
10%. In comparison, the yielding strain of this system
is around 3% [24]. More details on the experiment are
given in the Supplementary Material (SM). To study the
effects of friction, we used: gear-shaped nylon particles
(friction coefficient µ → ∞) [25], photoelastic particles
(µ ≈ 0.7) [26], stainless-steel particles (µ ≈ 0.4), and
combinations of these. To minimize crystallization, we
used a 50%-50% binary mixture of particles of size ratio
1:1.4. The diameter of the small particles was 1.0 cm,
except for gear particles, whose small particles had a
pitch diameter of 1.6 cm and a tooth height of 0.36 cm.
The total number of particles was about 2000 in each
system. Each experimental run was started by deposit-
ing particles randomly inside the stadium and applying
a cyclic shear until the system reached a steady state.
Below we show that fewer than 100 cycles suffice to de-
correlate the system from its initial state. Halting the
quasi-static process at maximum negative strain every
cycle, we monitored and analyzed the static structure
stroboscopicallly, while taking snapshots during each cy-
cle for tracking the particles. The following results have
been obtained by sampling data over approximately 4000
cycles of the gears and mixed particles systems, and over
approximately 400 cycles for the system of photoelastic
particles. We present the results for a strain amplitude of
5% and note that the results for other values are qualita-
tively the same. For each given configuration of particles,
we first identified the contacts and then constructed the
cells, see Fig. 1(b-c) [1, 19]. We comment in passing that
our results should be insensitive to the exact definition
of cells [27, 28].
The cell order n is defined as the number of contacts
around it, see Fig. 1(b) and (c) and the SM. Figure 2
shows the cell order distribution (COD), p(n), for three
systems with different friction coefficients. The graph
demonstrates that p(n) is described very well by an ex-
ponential function, p(n) ∝ e−n/y. We find that the ex-
ponential form is independent of the friction coefficient,
maximum strain, particles stiffness, and whether we ap-
plied a simple or pure cyclic shear [24]. As expected, the
higher the friction the larger the occurrence frequency of
high-order cells - up to n = 30 in the gear systems, en-
abling us to determine the distribution function to high
accuracy. Our CODs are somewhat different from those
found in numerical studies of granular systems, in which
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FIG. 2. Cell Order Distributions of three different sys-
tems: Gears (triangles), mixed gears and stainless steel disks
(circles), and photoelastic disks (squares). The solid lines
are the exponential functions predicted by Eq. (2). Inset:
〈(n− 〈n〉)2〉 vs 1/y for the gears under simple shear (SS) (tri-
angles), photoelastic particles under pure shear (inverted tri-
angles), mixed gears and stainless steel particles under SS
(circles), and photoelastic particles under SS (squares). The
solid line is the analytical function predicted from the PDF
in Eq. (2).
the sample was gradually tilted [28] or isotropically com-
pressed [1, 19], indicating that CODs: (i) are sensitive
to driving protocol and (ii) differ between the quenched
and quasi-static steady-states.
We can understand this result in the context of the
granular statistical mechanics approach [17, 20, 21, 29].
It is plausible that the structure self-organises via a com-
petition between entropy, i.e. increasing disorder with the
largest possible cell configurations, and a constraint of
mechanical equilibrium, which excludes unstable config-
urations. Expecting higher friction to enable more stable
configurations and hence to increase the importance of
entropy, we neglect the stability constraint in our sys-
tems and use a maximum-entropy argument to derive
the steady-state COD, p(n). We impose two constraints:
that p(n) is normalized and that it has a well-defined
mean, 〈n〉, represented by two Lagrangian multipliers, x
and 1/y. Maximising the Gibbs entropy,
S =−
∞∑
n=3
p(n) log p(n) + x
[ ∞∑
n=3
p(n)− 1
]
− 1
y
[ ∞∑
n=3
np(n)− 〈n〉
]
, (1)
yields
p(n) =
(1− e−1/y)
e−3/y
e−n/y , (2)
with y =
(
log 〈n〉−2〈n〉−3
)−1
the typical decay of p(n). Using
Euler’s relation for planar graphs [30] (see SM), we also
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FIG. 3. Conditional COD p (n|m) in gear (a) and photoe-
lastic (b) systems.
have y =
(
log 46−〈z〉
)−1
, with 〈z〉 > 2 the mean coordi-
nation number. To test this result, we determined for
each system the value of 〈n〉 and used it to get the corre-
sponding value of y. In Fig. 2, we include these theoreti-
cal predictions for p(n) from Eq. (2) and find that, apart
a minute difference in the likelihood of n = 3, which is
lower in the gears than in the photoelasic particles, the
PDFs collapse on top of one another almost perfectly
without any fitting parameter!
The independence of the theoretical PDF of higher
n moments is non-trivial and reminiscent of the Boltz-
mann distribution, which depends only on the mean en-
ergy. In thermal statistical mechanics this is because the
energy is defined up to an arbitrary constant [31]. For
the energy to be a proper extensive macro-quantity this
constant must cancel on calculating its higher moments,
which is only possible if the distribution is independent
of the higher moments. In contrast, there is no physical
reason why adding an arbitrary constant, n → n + n0,
should not change the higher moments of p(n). To test
whether or not higher moments need to be included via
additional Lagrange multipliers, we compare the exper-
imentally computed variance of the COD, for different
strain amplitudes, to that calculated from Eq. (2). The
inset of Fig. 2 shows that the two coincide perfectly, es-
tablishing that the variance of the COD depends only on
〈n〉 and higher moments need not be included.
In this derivation we also neglect spatial cell-order cor-
relations and to test this assumption we measured the
conditional probabilities that a cell of order n neighbors
a cell of order m, p(n|m). In Fig. 3, we superpose these
conditional PDFs for different values of m for the gear
and photoelastic particle systems. For both systems all
the PDFs collapse onto a master curve, establishing that
p (n|m) is independent ofm and that hence the cell orders
of neighboring cells are not correlated. This observation
supports the basic assumption that the structural char-
acteristics are dominated by local entropic effects. The
good prediction of p(n) supports strongly our hypothe-
sis that entropy dominates the cell structures in systems,
with a negligible effect of the stability constraint. Be-
low, we provide further support from observations of cell
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FIG. 4. The conditional PDFs of the internal cell angles,
defined in the inset, for: (a) gears; (b) photoelastic particles.
shapes and volumes distributions, all of which should also
be sensitive to the entropy-stability competition.
A further important quantity characterizing the geom-
etry of the cells are the distribution of the internal angles,
θ. In Fig. 4 we plot the conditional probability density
function of θ, given the cell order, q(θ|n), for the gear
and photoelastic systems. Up to small details the two
sets of PDFs are similar, showing that friction has lit-
tle qualitative effect. The small difference at large θ for
large n stems from the gears ability to support more cell
shapes with reflex angles. The distinct features for n ≤ 5
are due to geometric constraints when the number of an-
gles is small: given the particle radii and their sequence
around a cell, only n−3 internal angles are variable, lim-
iting the explorable configuration space. These features
blur progressively as n increases and with it the config-
urations space. The tails at large θ for large n indeed
indicate a plethora of shapes and hence an increase in
disorder.
The entropy-stability competition affects also the cell
aspect ratios. The number of configurations increases
roughly exponentially with n, with ever more tortuous
and elongated cells appear as n increases. However, the
stability constraint excludes such cells or shortens their
life spans [19], as we show below. We probed this effect
via the ratio of the mean volume of n-cells (detailed in the
SM) to that of the equivalent regular n-polygon, γ(n) ≡
Vc(n)/Vrp(n). The smaller the fraction of elongated cells
the closer is γ to 1. Thus, increasing entropy reduces
γ while the stability constraints this trend. Figure 5,
shows that γ is a monotonically decreasing function of
n, suggesting that entropy dominates over the stability
constraint. This explains why the entropy maximisation
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FIG. 5. The ratio γ = Vc(n)/Vrp(n) increases to 1 as cells
are more round and vice versa. Increasing entropy reduces
γ, opposing the effect of mechanical stability. The monotonic
decrease of γ(n) in our experiments indicates that entropy
dominates over stability. For comparison, we include, with
permission, measurements of γ in a different process from [19]
for two friction coefficients, showing the opposite effect: sta-
bility dominates for large n.
calculation is such an excellent predictor of p(n) in our
processes. This is unlike in the compressive processes
studied in [19], where γ increases for large n, as shown
in Fig. 5, indicating dearth of elongated cells.
An important aspect of the dynamic structural self-
organization is the life time of the cells. Cells appear
and disappear as contacts form and break [32]. We de-
fine S(t) - the probability that a cell existing at time
t0 neither merges with another cell nor splits until time
t0 + t, with time measured in units of cycles. As shown
in Fig. 6, S(t) ∼ e−t/τ with τ decreasing strongly with n
(see insets). This trend and the exponential form are con-
sistent with the assumption that merging and splitting of
cells is a local uncorrelated process. The relaxation times
are short: τ ≤ 0.84 and ≤ 1.43 for the gear and photoe-
lastic particles, respectively, supporting our observation
that the steady state is reached within at most a few
dozen of cycles. The decreasing survivability with n is
mainly due to their weaker mechanical stability and is
another fingerprint of the interplay between process- and
friction-governed entropy and stability. Although the de-
cay of S(t) is faster for small n in the photoelastic parti-
cles than in the gears, this trend is reversed for large n,
consistent with the expected increased stability of high-
order cells with friction. In passing, we show in Fig. 6
the survival probabilities of the rattlers in both systems,
which reveals that rattlers keep being disconnected from
the force-bearing network for times longer than τ . This
suggests that, to lowest order, their effect on the struc-
tural organization can be neglected, at least in this type
of dynamics.
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FIG. 6. The survival probability of cells of different orders, n,
and rattlers, in the systems of gears and photoelastic particles.
Inset: the corresponding characteristic relaxation times, τ(n),
estimated from an exponential fit of the data in the main
panel.
Our observations have another implication. A num-
ber of works in the literature model granular systems as
glasses, especially in the quasi-static regime, where dy-
namic processes are slow. Yet, the short relaxation times
we observe suggest that, in our process, the medium be-
haves rather as a liquid. Whether this conclusion extends
more generally to quasi-static dynamics and how it de-
pends on the density remain open questions. Intrigu-
ingly, our high-friction systems contain a non-negligible
fraction of particle strands with z = 2 (see SM). Sim-
ilar strands, of dynamically cross-linked particles, have
been observed in what is known as ‘empty liquids’ [33–
36]. Whether this similarity provides a route to study
empty liquids via macroscopic high-friction granular sys-
tems remains to be explored.
Our work shows that the value of the interparticle fric-
tion coefficient does not affect the fundamental structural
characteristics of quasi-static dynamic granular systems
qualitatively. Rather, it modulates the entropy-stability
competition, expanding the cell configurations space as
it increases. This tunes the COD and affects the packing
fraction and the cell survival time distributions. Finally,
5being able to understand the cell structural characteris-
tics from entropy considerations supports the premise of
Edwards and collaborators that granular systems can be
described by entropy-based statistical mechanics [17, 20–
22].
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